groups with similar but somewhat weaker embedding properties.
The first theorem, classifying the groups of the title, is useful in connection with signalizer functor theory.
The second theorem classifies a certain subclass of the class of finite groups possessing a permutation representation in which some involution fixes a unique point.
Given a finite group G, the 2-rank of G, denoted by m(G), is the number of generators of a maximal elementary 2-subgroup of G. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, and k a positive integer.
As defined by John Walter, the k-generated core of G containing S is
T. , (G) = (AUX): X < S and m(X) >k).
The main result of this paper is the classification of finite groups with a proper 2-generated core. (iii) G = G/0(G) is isomorphic to GLA3), S , or A..
(iv) G is contained in the automorphism group of L2(q), M.., or /,, the Janko group of order 175,560.
(v) G has a normal subgroup L isomorphic to LAq), Sz(q) , or UAq), q even, Sz(8) , SL2(5) or SL2(5)YSL2(5). K = C (L) has 2-rank at most 1 and if m(K) = 1 then LK contains all involutions in G.
X denotes a covering of X over Z2.
A finite group G is exceptional if m(G)> 3, G has a proper 2-generated core, and G is on the list of groups in Theorem 1.
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The following equivalence is useful in applying Theorem 1.
Lemma 1. Let G be a finite group, let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, and let H be a subgroup of G containing S. Then the following are equivalent:
(l)rs2(G)<H.
(2) H fi H8 has 2-rank at most one for each g e G -H.
The next result is crucial to the proof of Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. Let G be a finite group, H a proper subgroup of G, and z an involution in the center of some Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Assume (i) z e H8 if and only if g e H.
(ii) // u is an involution with z € CG(u) = M^ H then HDL is strongly embedded in L = (zG n M).
Then (z ) O H is strongly embedded in (z ).
Finally there is the following corollary to Theorem 1.
Theorem 3. Let G^ be a doubly transitive permutation group of odd degree in which a Sylow 2-subgroup of the stabilizer of two points is cyclic or quaternion.
Then either (i) G^ has a regular normal subgroup, or
(ii) G has a unique minimal normal subgroup L, G < Aut(L), and Ltt is permutation isomorphic to LJq), Sz(q) , or UAq), a ez;erz, in their natural doubly The proof of Theorem 1 utilizes several results of Gorenstein and Walter on exceptional groups. The list of exceptional groups given above is slightly larger than their list in [7] . Large parts of the proof of Theorem 2 are adaptations of work of Suzuki and Bender on groups with a strongly embedded subgroup to the somewhat more general setting of Theorem 2. Theorem 2 can be used to shorten significantly the proof of an important theorem of Shult [8] . §7 utilizes many ideas from the proof of that theorem and can be omitted if the result is assumed.
The author would like to thank Professor Ernest Shult for pointing out several errors in the original version of this manuscript and suggesting improvements to the proof. 1 . Notation. Let G be a permutation group on a set fl, X < G, and A C Í2.
Denote by XA, X(A), the pointwise, global stabilizer of A in X, respectively. Set Xa = X(A)/XA with induced permutation representation. Denote by F(X) the set of fixed points of X in fi.
Given a prime p and a positive integer n, denote by n the highest power of p dividing rz.
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Given a p-group P set Qj(P) = (x £ P; xp = l) and 0"(P) = (**": x 6 P).
For given prime p, 0(G) = 0^.(0 where tt = \2, p\'.
HYG is the central product of groups H and G with amalgamated center.
A group G is said to be known if G is one of the groups in the conclusion of Theorem 1. G is said to be quasisimple if G is perfect and G/Z(G) is simple.
E(G) is the product of all subnormal quasisimple subgroups of G, known as the components of G, and F (G) is the product of F(G) with the Fitting group of G.
Preliminary results.
We first give a proof of Lemma 1. Assume the hypothesis of Lemma 1, and let Ys 2(G)< H. Suppose m(H C\ H8)> 2 and let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of H O He = D. Then NG(T)< D, so T = S is Sylow in G. So -1 -1 , S and S8 < // and thus S8 = S* for some h £ H. Therefore hg £ NG(S)< H, so g £ H. Thus (1) implies (2) . Conversely assume H O H8 has 2-rank at most one for g £ G -H. Let X < G with m(X) > 2, and let g £ NG(X). Then X < H D Hg, so g £ H. That is NG(X)< H. So Ts 2(G)< // and therefore (2) implies (1).
Lemma 2.1. Let X be a group of odd order and t an automorphism of X of order 2. Set K = ¡x e X: xl -x~ \, let p be a prime, and let P a t-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of X. Then:
(1) // a, b, and ab £ K, then ab = a.
(2) \P n K\ = \K\pand |Cp(r)|-\Cx(t)\p. (1) G< Aut(L) where L is isomorphic to U A4), L¿(q) or M .
(2) G 2áS7,a covering of Sy by Z(
3) G StGL2(3\ (4) E(G) = SLA5), O (G) is cyclic, and F (G) contains all involutions in G.
Proof. By induction we may take 0(G)= 1. Set Q = 02(G). Clearly m(Q)< 1. Suppose Q = F*(G). G is not a 2-group but CG(F*(G)) = Z(Q), so G/Z(Q)< Aut (2) ,andas m(Q)= 1, G Si GL2(3). So we may assume F*(G)4 Q. As 0(G) = 1, F*(G)=QE(G). As m(G)= 2, F(G) = L is quasisimple and either Q = 1 or Q is cyclic and Q Pi L 4 1. If F*(G)< H then by a Frattini argument, m(F*(G)) = 1. So F*(G)~ L =* SLJq) or A and there is an involution a e H -L. But CG(L) = Z(L) and the outer automorphism group of LAq) or A is abelian.
Assume Q 4 1. L is quasisimple of 2-rank at most 2, so L is isomorphic to SL2(q), Av or Sp4(a), a odd [l], [6] . Set G = G/Z(L). Suppose Q =(x) has order greater than 2. Claim L =^ SL2(5). We may assume Q has order 4. Then if ä is an involution in L, (a, x) = X has 2-rank 2, so C_(a) = N, (X) < H. So L has a L *--strongly embedded subgroup.
Suppose L =? SLAq) and a is an involution in zV inducing an outer automorphism on L. We may take G = L(a). Then C-(a) = NG((a, x)) < /7. Further C_(a") is a maximal subgroup of G, so // = CG(a).
But // controls fusion of its involutions, so the Z -theorem yields a contradiction.
To complete the proof of the case Q 4 1, we may assume G = Sp.(q). Let i> £ // with £> = x. As G has 2 classes of involutions and no strongly embedded subgroup, NG((b))-B has a proper core. But tt^CL, 2(B))> l,a contradiction.
So we may take G isomorphic to UAq), LAq), or A . Then G has one class of involutions a . As G has no strongly embedded subgroup, M = CG(a) has a proper core, and then as 0AC(a))4 1, by induction M is of type (2) is nonabelian where S e Syl2(G). Therefore OA.H/0(H))=l. Then H/0(H) contains a simple component /C/0(/i) and as m(G) = 2, K/0(H)= E(H/0(H)). As LA}) is a minimal simple group, G is not L, (3) . H is transitive on its involutions so OjCS1)^ K. S is wreathed so fl.(S) is not Sylow in a simple group. But \S :Q,y(S)\ = 2, so S e Syl (K). But the only simple group with wreathed Sylow group and of smaller order than L (5) is UA3), and the order of UA3) does not divide the order of L,(5).
The next three results are slight generalizations of theorems due to Gorenstein and Walter.
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MICHAEL ASCHBACHER Lemma 2.7. Let G be a group with 0(G) = 1 and a proper 2-generated core.
Assume all the components of G are either 2-generated or known. Then G is known.
Proof. For m(G) > 3 see Proposition 3* in [7] . For m(G)< 3 see Theorem 2.4. Recall that G is known if it is one of the groups in the conclusion of Theorem 1. It follows that K < r\ , (G)Q = //, contradicting the choice of Q.
Lemma 2.9. Let H be strongly embedded in G, let z be an involution in H, and represent G on the set Q of cosets of H in G. Assume E(G/0(G)) is a Bender group and P is a p-subgroup of H fixing 3 or more points of 0 with P C\ 0(G) e Sylp(0(G)). Then z11 n N(P) is nonempty. Until the proof of Theorem 3.3 is completed, we assume E = Z(G)4 1. As G = CG(E)^H, m(E) = 1. Let e be the involution in E. Set G = G/(e). Lemma 3.4. E = (e).
Proof. E has 2-rank 1 and is in the center of G, so E = (x) is cyclic.
Suppose x 4 e. A Sylow 2-subgroup T of H n H8 is cyclic or quaternion for g £ G -
H. Further E < T, so as e 4 x e Z(T), T is cyclic. Thus H n H8 has cyclic Sylow 2-subgroups for ail g £ G -H, so G satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1.
Thus G, and therefore G, is known.
Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G contained in //. Suppose P is cyclic, zz e P and P, ^ (F),so uePy= Z(T). Thus (zz) is characteristic in T and then T eSyl2(G). Butas Py is cyclic, m(T) = 2. So P is quaternion. Suppose P = Py. If |P| > 8 then u is contained in Í3 (T), which is cyclic, so again T = 5. In this case S is nonabelian dihedral cross a 4-group, and [5] implies G is not simple. So \P\ = 8, and we may assume T = NS(P). As G has at least two classes of involutions, [lO] implies S is not abelian, so T p S. So there exists x e S -T with Px = Q and x2 e T. T is characteristic in (T, x), so as T = NAP), we get S = (T, x). As G has no subgroup of index two we may assume x is an involution. But now Lemma 8.5 of [4] implies G has a subgroup of index two. Then T=(PyX Q) (7)with y an involution and P = (Pj, y) and (Q, y ) dihedral of order 8. If T = S then Lemma 8.5 of [4] implies G has a subgroup of index two. So let x 6 S -T with x2 e T. PjQ is characteristic in T, so P^ = Q.
Further either we may'choose x2 = y, or x2 centralizes PyQ and we can choose x to be an involution commuting with y . In any case PjQ is the unique normal abelian subgroup of (x , T) of rank 4, so PXQ is characteristic in (x , T>. Therefore as T = N-(Fj) and Pj and Q are the only conjugates of Q in T, S = (T, x).
Suppose y = x . As G has no subgroup of index two, y £ u » But zz = uz, while for any w £ S with w = u, "yw -~yû, a contradiction. Thus we can choose x to be an involution commuting with y . So S is isomorphic to, and has the fusion pattern of a Sylow group of A ". Further the centralizer M of a noncentral involution ü has an A section. It follows from Theorem A of (3) that G ^ A,..
Therefore G ^A0.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.3.
Let z be an involution in the center of a Sylow 2-subgroup S of G contained in //. If CG(z)^.H, then minimality of G and 3.5 imply C_(z) is exceptional.
But then Theorem 2.1 yields a contradiction. Thus we have shown:
Lemma 3.7. CG(z)< H. (1) If z e H8 then g e H.
(2) CG(z) <HandzGnH = zH.
Proof. Assume (1), and let g e CG(z). Then z e H8, so g e H. Thus CG(z) <H. If zx e H then z e Hx so x e H. Thus zG n H = zH. Next assume
. z e HB implies z8 e H, so z8 = zn for some h e H. Thus hg e CG(z)< H. So g e H. (2) If z £ K £ H then K satisfies Hypothesis 2.
Proof. The proof of (1) is straightforward. Let K satisfy the hypothesis of Proof. Assume first A has order greater than 2. Then maximality of P implies P is Sylow in Gaß tot all ß e A, so by 4.5.1 there exists t e zG n N(P) with cycle (a, ß). Thus N(P)* is transitive and by 4.5, if P < H then zG n NH(P) is nonempty. (2) M^ is transitive and t O M is nonempty.
(3) // p divides m then MA is 2-transitive and P is maximal among p-subgroups of G fixing 3 or more points.
Proof. (1) As G is 2-transitive we may take y = a and 8 = ß. Then s e z n H = z and the result holds.
(2) We may assume P is not Sylow in D, so a Sylow p-subgroup Q of MgoZ properly contains P. Thus as P is Sylow in E, NQ(P) -R ^//. So there exists s £ zR -H. Let lyi = F(s), and (y, a)8 = (a, ß). Then P8 < D and s8 e zG n // = z . So we may assume s8 = z. Thus P8 < E, so P8 is conjugate in E to P. as MA is transitive, X < E. Therefore P n X is Sylow in X. This with minimality of G and 2.9 implies any p-subgroup R of M Ci H fixing 3 or more points and containing P is normalized by an element of z C\ H. So (1) implies R < P. Thus P is maximal as claimed. Thus by 5.3, Q fixes exactly two points. Thus 4.7 implies M^ is 2-transitive.
Lemma 6.3. Let X < D* and Q a Sylow p-subgroup of X HE. Then t n N(Q) is nonempty.
Proof. Let Q < P be Sylow in E. By 6.2 we may assume P{ = P. Thus t normalizes P n X = Q.
Theorem 6.4. E = CD(z).
For the remainder of this section assume 6.4 is false and let p be a prime divisor of \E : CE(Z)\. Let P be a z-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of 0(E) and M = NAP). With 4.8 and 6.3 we may assume t € M. We will be interested in the following hypothesis: Now take X and Q as hypothesized. Let L -(z )Q, and let Q < R £ Syl (20(E)). If R fixes 3 or more points of ay then by 2.9 we may take z 6 /V(R). Given an involution w define a(w) to be the number of pairs (v, s) with v e u , s e z and w e (vs). Given such a pair, we see that(v, s) has a subgroup (r, s) oí index 2 with r e z . As Q is abelian either ts has odd order or w = rs. c* c* In the former case wv e z n C(v), so by the last paragraph w e u . Also swv has odd order. Therefore a(u) is the number of pairs (r, s) such that r, s e z D C(w) and rs has odd order. Therefore
where 1 < z < 3 depending on whether (z (u)) is isomorphic to L2(q), Sz(q), or (/3(<z).
If w = rs then we may assume r, s e H, so w e Q. Let f(i, q) and g(i, q) be the expressions for n in (1) and (2) If |CQ(P)| > 2 then by 7.1, NH(P) = CQ(P)ND(P), so P is Sylow in NH(P) and therefore also in H, contradicting the choice of p. So a = 2P and P is cyclic.
Further a = 2 mod p, so 0 = a -ç + 1 = 3 mod p, and thus p = 3. Let z^ be an element of order p in P. As P is cyclic, CH(w) contains a Sylow group of NH(P).
But if a j£ 8 then |CQ(zz')| > 2, so CH(w) = Cq(w)Cd(w), and thus P is Sylow in CH(w). So a = 8.
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Next let r be a prime divisor of q -q + 1 not dividing \D\. Let R e Syl (H).
Claim R < C(Q) = C. Assume not. Let u £ S £ Syl2(C). IfAnS = ACOS then a Lemma 7.12. M= C(Q). 
